Katharine Berry Judson. [The Native American] story tellers of the camp related, with dramatic gestures, stories of the Days of the Grandfathers, in the beginning of the Newness of Things. Nothing was too large or too small to come within the bounds of their beliefs, or within the play of their fancy. Only authentic myths and legends have been used in the compilation of this volume. The leading authorities are the publications of the United States Bureau of Ethnology, of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, of the Memoirs of the American Museum of Natural History, as well as the ethnological publications of the Canadian Bureau of Mines. February, 1917.

Myths and Legends From New England. Benjamin Welton. Ask any fan of horror fiction or scary movies, and they'll tell you that New England is the land of phantoms. From Salem's witches to H.P. Lovecraft's Providence, the far north of America's East Coast is home to some of the world's most terrifying myths and legends. Although Rhode Island is the smallest state in the US, its bizarre history is large with legends of vampires, ghost ships, and mysterious ocean lights. The weirdest of all may be the ruins of Hanton City, a lost city not far from Smithfield. Originally a small farming community, Hanton City was isolated from its neighbors, which left room for all sorts of suggestive rumors. Katharine Berry Judson. Summary. [The Native American] story tellers of the camp related, with dramatic gestures, stories of the Days of the Grandfathers, in the beginning of the Newness of Things. Nothing was too large or too small to come within the bounds of their beliefs, or within the play of their fancy. Only authentic myths and legends have been used in the compilation of this volume. The leading authorities are the publications of the United States Bureau of Ethnology, of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, of the Memoirs of the American Museum of Natural History, as well as the ethnological publications of the Canadian Bureau of Mines. K. b. j. February, 1917.